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                              UNIT-IV 



                                   URBAN EXPANSION 

Urbanization and urban growth has been considered as one of the essential 

indicators of economic growth & development of the country. With the 

increase of population, cities are growing rapidly in physical dimensions. 

The process of urbanization has brought about significant changes in 

landscape pattern and land cover of the area.   

• URBAN EXPANSION  

• The spreading of urban developments towards outskirts of the city is termed 

as “Urban expansion” 

•  Massive urbanization accompanied by rapid expansion of cities is one of the 

most important transformations of our planet.  

•  The density gradient of people has increased on the outskirts of cities and 

decreased in centre thus expanding the city outward. 

 TYPES OF URBAN EXPANSION  

• VERTICAL  

• HORIZONTAL  

VERTICAL EXPANSION 

• For any developing city that faces land scarcity, high rise buildings are the 

solution. 

• Rising population shrinking space and desire to live close to the main city 

have led to the idea of multistoried buildings. 

• The tallest buildings in the world are in the cities of Dubai, shanghai, New 

York, Hong Kong, Tokyo and Chicago.  

HORIZONTAL EXPANSION  

• It is characterized by buildings and urban structures with small open spaces, 

residential places. 



•  The growth or expansion is observed in a horizontal direction from the 

centre of the city towards the outskirts. 

•  This is mainly to increase the services and facilities equally to the outskirt 

regions.  

URBAN SPRAWL  

• It is the rapid expansion of the geographic extent of cities and towns. 

•  It is the widespread development outside the city center on previously 

undeveloped land.  

•  The term denotes unplanned or poorly planned, uncontrolled and 

uncoordinated expansion of low density urban land uses into agricultural and 

forest areas.  

URBAN FRINGE  

• It is described as the landscape interface between town and country. 

• It is the area at the very edge of the city. 

•  It is the transition zone where urban and rural uses mix and often clash. 

•  It is also known as outskirts, rurban, peri - urban or the urban hinterland. 

•  It contains a mixture of land use – residential, recreational facilities and 

farming.  

SUBURBAN AREA  

• A suburban area is a mixed use or residential area existing either as part of a 

city or as a separate residential community within commuting distance of a 

city.  

•  Suburbs first emerged on a large scale in 19th and 20th centuries as a result 

of improved rail and road transport. 

•  They have lower population densities than inner city. 

•  It is an outlying part of a city or a large town. 



• Word suburbs comes from Latin, ‘Sub’ means below/near, ‘urbis’ means 

city 

•  Suburbs have more single family homes than apartment buildings  

•  The houses have gardens, parks, spacious compounds and yards with trees 

and grass. 

•  People living in suburbs travel to city for work. 

•  They are characterized by detached, semi-detached houses and flats. 

Suburbs in different parts of the world are known as:  

• Australia and South Africa – Neighborhood 

• United Kingdom – Residential area out of a city 

• United States and Canada – Separate residential area / recognized 

municipality. 

•  India – outskirts. 

CITY REGION  

• City region is a metropolitan area and it’s hinterland. 

•  It is a term in use since about 1950 by urbanists, economists and urban 

planners. 

•  It denotes a city conurbation or urban zone with multiple administrative 

districts.  

• In India, city regions are products of relationship among various orders of 

cities and their surrounding areas.  

•  They change their shape over time, and the extent of city regions is 

proportional to intensity of activity in and around it's central business 

district.  

 



 

POTENTIAL FLOWS IN CITY REGION  

• People – daily commuting to work, shopping, recreation and migration  

•  Goods – manufacturing and semi processed materials 

•  Services – Banking, educational, health and business.  

•  Capital and assets – Taxes, property rights, investments 

•  Knowledge – technical information and ideas. 

•  Pollution – automobile emission, solid waste  

PRIMATE CITY  

• A primate city in Latin where prime – first rank, is the largest city in its 

country, province, state or region.  

•  It is a centre of politics, finance, media, culture and education. It is not 

rivaled in any of these aspects by any other city in that country. 

•  It must be at least twice as populous as the second largest city in the 

country. 

•  It receives more internal migration.  

PRIMATE CITY – GLOBAL EXAMPLES  

• Examples: Budapest, Jakarta, Lima, Mexico, Seoul and Tokyo have been 

described as primate cities in their respective countries.  

•  Bangkok, capital of Thailand has been called the “most primate city on 

earth” (roughly 35 times larger than Thailand’s second largest city). 

•  Some global cities are considered national or regional primate cities. 

•  London in UK – National 

          New York City in USA – Regional 



•  India has no such primate city 

SATELLITE TOWN  

• Satellite towns are smaller municipalities adjacent to a major city.  

•  It provides it’s residence with superior quality of living in the form of road 

connectivity, electricity, water and drainage. 

•  The purpose of these towns is to provide a perfect balance between the 

population and the resources.  

SATELLITE CITIES – EXAMPLES  

Some Satellite cities in India are: 

• Delhi are – Gurgon, Noida, Faridabad 

•  Mumbai – Navi Mumbai, Thane 

•  Chennai – Kanchipuram, Mamallapuram, Sri Perumbudur, Thiruvallur  

•  Hyderabad – high tech city 

•  Kolkata – Salt lake city 

• Chandigarh – Mohali 

NEW TOWN  

• It is a form of urban planning designed to relocate populations away from 

large cities by grouping homes, industries, hospitals, shopping centers to 

form new communities.  

•  The new town movement was built in UK after the World War II and has 

been planned well and built as a remedy to overcrowding and congestion. 

 

 

 



UNIT-IV 

URBAN GEOGRAPHY 

UMLAND 

               A city cannot sustain by itself but it is linked by its surrounding 

countryside interdependently. For this very purpose, an appropriate word ‘Umland’ 

has been used by different geographers. The term ‘Umland’ is a German word, 

translated from a Swedish word ‘Omland’ (‘Om’ means around and ‘land’ means 

area). This term is mainly applied for inland towns that deal in all directions but 

unfortunately this term has also been applied to the immediate environs of a town 

as well as to a larger area served by it. The word ‘Umland’ with a geographical 

perspective was first used by Ander Allix, a French geographer in 1914. He 

claimed to have coined it himself to express his concept of economic domain 

meaning thereby the areas immediately around an interior city. The word ‘Umland’ 

was substituted by many geographers for ‘Urban Hinterland’, ‘Sphere of 

Influence’, ‘Catchment Area’, ‘Urban Field’ and ‘City Region’.  

               Umland can be defined as the geographical region which surrounds a city 

and maintain inflow and outflow relationships with the city. It is an area over 

which an urban centre exerts some kind of indirect cultural, economic, military or 

political domination. Umland of an urban centre change their shape and area over 

time and quite reasonably planners and geographers seek to redraw. Umland 

boundaries change from time to time to keep in tune with perceived geographical 

reality of rural-urban relationships. The extent of Umland is usually proportional to 

the intensity of functions in and around an urban centre. But the spacing of 

competing centres of population is also being highly influential. The contacts 

between the city and the countryside are varied and are getting multiplied. These 



urban-rural and rural-urban contacts involve the movement of people, goods and 

services. 

               There is a close functional link between the city and Umland. Urban 

agglomeration does not produce their own food, milk, vegetable service. For 

production of such units, it is the Umland which is main drive and fulfills all the 

requirements of the city. The Umland in turn derives several benefits from the city. 

The income of Umland and economic growth are achieved by providing 

employment opportunities to city area. It also provides services like Hospitals; 

schools, fire protection services, administrative services, justice, Police, shopping 

centers, quick transport services, finance, entertainment etc. Thus we find that the 

both the city and Umland are inter-connected. 
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                                          METROPOLIS 

                Metropolitan is a term used to describe a relatively large urban area, both 

of the size of area, population, and the scale of economic and social activity. While 

the etymology, said metropolitan or metropolis is derived from the Ancient Greek 

language, which the word meter means mother, and the word polis means city. 

A metropolis is a large city or conurbation which is a significant economic, 

political, and cultural center for a country or region, and an important hub for 

regional or international connections, commerce, and communications. 

              In general, the metropolitan can also be defined as a large residential 

center that consists of a large city and some in the surrounding area with one or 

more major cities that serve as a point of contact (hub) to the towns in the 

surrounding areas. A metropolitan area is an agglomeration of several settlements, 

settlements should not be the city, but the overall form a unity in nature activities 

and lead to the city center (a large city that is the core) that can be seen from the 

flow of labor and commercial activities. 

    METROPOLITAN CITIES IN INDIA 

                  The concentration of population towards metropolitan centers and its 

diffusion to their peripheries has resulted in many complex problems such as land 

scarcity, inward and outward mobility of labour, economic, social and spatial 

segregation of population between the core and periphery. In India, a metropolitan 

city is defined as, one having a population of 1 million and above. As of 2011 

census of India, there are 46 metropolitan cities in India and the top ten are, 



Mumbai, Delhi, Kolkata, Chennai, Hyderabad, Bengaluru, Ahmedabad, Pune, 

Surat and Visakhapatnam. 

METROPOLITAN CITIES OF THE WORLD 

                           The following are the world’s Top 10 Cities with some of the 

most famous global metropolis in Europe, Asia and America  

1. Paris 

2. London 

3. Bangkok 

4. Singapore 

5. New York 

6. Kuala Lumpur 

7. Hong Kong 

8. Dubai 

9. Istanbul 

10. Rome  

                                        @@@@@@@@ 

                                 

 

 

 

 

 

http://worldbestplaces.com/top-cities/#paris
http://worldbestplaces.com/top-cities/#london
http://worldbestplaces.com/top-cities/#bangkok
http://worldbestplaces.com/top-cities/#singapore
http://worldbestplaces.com/top-cities/#new-york-city
http://worldbestplaces.com/top-cities/#kuala-lumpur
http://worldbestplaces.com/top-cities/#hong-kong
http://worldbestplaces.com/top-cities/#dubai
http://worldbestplaces.com/top-cities/#istanbul


 

MEGALOPOLIS 

                         A megalopolis, sometimes called a megapolis; also mega region, 

city cluster or super city, is typically defined as a group of two or more roughly 

adjacent metropolitan areas, which may be somewhat separated or may merge into 

a continuous urban region. Megalopolis is often spelled Megapolis. Both are 

derived from  (mégas) in Ancient Greek meaning 'great' and  (pólis) meaning 'city', 

therefore literally a 'great city' (compare "megacity"). Modern interlinked 

ground transportation corridors, such as rail and highway, often aid in the 

development of megalopolises. Using these commuter passageways to travel 

throughout the megalopolis is informally called megaloping. 

                        Megalopolis – a paradigmatic study of the post-World War II 

urbanized Northeastern seaboard of the US subsequently applied to different 

regions of the world. It was introduced by Jean Gottmann (1915–94) and it 

contributed also to regional, economic, historical, and political geography.  

                      A metropolitan area includes a core city as well as nearby 

communities, making it a larger settlement of people than just a city. 

A megalopolis is any multicity area with more than 10 million people. 

Megalopolises—concentrations of urban centres that may extend for scores of 

miles. Examples of this phenomenon have appeared in the United States, on the 

northeastern seaboard and along the coast of southern California, among other 

areas. Other megalopolises include the Tokyo–Ōsaka–Kyōto complex in Japan, the 

region. New York City and surrounding areas including Long Island are 

an example of a megalopolis. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ancient_Greek
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/City
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Megacity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transportation_corridors
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/social-sciences/political-geography


 

Examples - India 

 Kolkata Megalopolis - Some areas of Presidency, Medinipur and burdwan 

divisions. Population 65 million. 

 Delhi Megalopolis - National Capital Region (India). Population 46 million. 

 Mumbai Megalopolis - Mumbai Megalopolis includes Mumbai Metropolitan 

Region, Pune Metropolitan Region and Nashik Metropolitan Region. 
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                                             CONURBATION 

                                      A conurbation is a region comprising a number of 

metropolises, cities, large towns, and other urban areas that, through population 

growth and physical expansion, have merged to form one continuous urban or 

industrially developed area and supports 3-10 million populations. In most cases, a 

conurbation is a polycentric urbanised area, in which transportation has developed 

to link areas to create a single urban labour market or travel to work area.  

                                        Patrick Geddes coined the term in his book Cities In 

Evolution (1915). He drew attention to the ability of the then new technology of 

electric power and motorised transport to allow cities to spread and agglomerate 

together, and gave as examples "Midlandton" in England, the Ruhr in 

Germany, Randstad in the Netherlands, and North Jersey in the United States. The 

term as described is used in Britain, whereas in the United States each polycentric 

"metropolitan area" may have its own common designation. Internationally, the 

term "urban agglomeration" is often used to convey a similar meaning to 

"conurbation".  

                             The Greater London Built-up Area, or Greater London Urban 

Area, is a conurbation in south-east England that constitutes the continuous urban 

area of London, and includes surrounding adjacent urban towns as defined by the 

Office for National Statistics. Examples - London, Birmingham, Manchester, 

Bristol, Liverpool/ Merseyside, Leicester, Edinburgh and Glasgow. 

                             The Mumbai Conurbation is a conurbation that comprises the 

metropolitan city of Mumbai (City, Suburban and Navi Mumbai), and seven urban 

areas - Thane, Mira-Bhayandar, Kalyan-Dombivali, Ulhasnagar, Vasai-Virar and 

Bhiwandi-Nizampur as well as several other towns and villages. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Urban_area
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Population_growth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Population_growth
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/polycentric
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transport
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Labour_economics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Travel_to_work_area
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patrick_Geddes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/West_Midlands_conurbation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ruhr_Area
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Randstad
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/North_Jersey
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metropolitan_area


 

 


